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Abstract— A simple-to-use replacement model for isotropic 
electromagnetic bandgap surfaces such as mushroom surfaces is 
investigated. Properties of electromagnetic bandgap surfaces 
strongly depend on the incidence angle of the incoming plane 
wave. The suggested model takes this behavior into account and 
actually represents the ideal electromagnetic bandgap surface. 
The model is based on uniaxial representation of a thin DB layer 
backed by a PMC plate. We investigate how this model behaves 
in comparison with a realistic mushroom surface, and when it 
can be applied. The results show that the proposed model can be 
used for both far field calculations and antenna coupling 
evaluation.  
 
Index Terms—Periodic surfaces, electromagnetic scattering,  
EBG surfaces, anisotropic surfaces, canonical boundary 
conditions 
I. INTRODUCTION 
deal boundary conditions are widely used in most 
electromagnetic solvers to approximate the behavior of 
actual surfaces or materials. For example, it is customary to 
replace metal conductors with Perfect Electric Conductors 
(PEC), thus greatly simplifying the computation. Perfect 
Magnetic Conductor (PMC) boundary condition is also often 
used in the first stage of electromagnetic simulations, even 
though magnetic conductors at microwave frequencies do not 
exist in nature. The reason is that some artificial surfaces 
exhibit magnetic conducting properties in certain frequency 
bands. Such surfaces normally have a very complex periodic 
structure, whose analysis requires very time-consuming full 
wave techniques, especially if the surfaces are a part of a 
larger electromagnetic structure. In such cases, PMC offers an 
easy way to simplify the analysis and still provides practically 
useful results [1]-[3].  
The PEC and PMC are defined by the condition that 
tangential electric field and tangential magnetic field are zero 
at the boundary, respectively. By combining PEC strips and 
PMC strips parallel to each other, we can obtain other quite 
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common ideal surfaces, i.e. the so-called soft and hard 
surfaces [3]-[5]. The former is observed when waves are 
propagating transverse to the PEC/PMC strips, and the latter 
when the waves propagate along them. Ideal simple surfaces 
of these kinds can be referred to as canonical surfaces [1]. 
Lately, several new boundary conditions with interesting 
properties such as DB, D’B’, SHDB have been presented [6] 
and this list will, for sure, expand in the following years. 
However, the main practical issue regarding these boundary 
conditions, namely their realization, still remains mostly 
unanswered. For this reason, we are considering different 
ways of exploiting these types of boundary conditions and in 
particular DB boundary properties.  
Many artificial surface types, apart from the ideal ones 
mentioned above, have appeared during the recent years, and 
they are commonly used in various applications. In particular, 
artificial surfaces that exhibit electromagnetic bandgap (EBG) 
properties, such as mushroom structures, have proven very 
useful [3], [7]. They are successfully used for both antenna 
coupling reduction and for achieving artificial magnetic 
ground planes for low profile antennas. EBG surfaces 
incorporate many fine details in their design and consequently 
the analysis of devices which contain them is often quite 
complex, and there is a need for simpler representation of the 
EBG surface. This can be beneficial in initial designs to 
achieve the desired goal, i.e. to determine which 
improvements in the antenna system are possible to obtain by 
using artificial surfaces.  
The characteristics of EBG surfaces change significantly on 
the angle of incoming wave. For grazing incidence they 
behave basically as isotropic soft surfaces stopping any kind 
of wave propagation along the surface. For normal incidence, 
they behave as Artificial Magnetic Conductors (AMC). This 
behavior cannot be captured by simple boundary conditions 
like PEC or PMC, but solutions exist if only certain aspects of 
the EBG surface need to be modeled. Boundary conditions 
that describe ideal isotropic soft surface are the DB boundary 
conditions introduced by Rumsey in 1959 [8] and recently 
investigated by Lindell and Sihvola in [6], [9], [10]. Here, DB 
refers to a surface for which the normal components of both D 
and B vectors are defined to be zero, thus forcing the decay of 
both TE and TM polarized waves along the surface when 
propagating away from a source located at the surface. Such 
defined DB boundary conditions can also be written as 
 
0, 0n nE H           (1) 
 
in all practical cases when the medium on one side of the 
boundary is isotropic (here index n denotes normal field 
components). Although very simple and easy to implement, 
these boundary conditions are very powerful and they are a 
good starting point in the quest to describe the ideal EBG 
surface, but they cannot be used directly since they lack 
definition for normal incidence [10] [11]. 
An attempt to modify DB conditions to approach the ideal 
EBG surface conditions were the PMC amended DB boundary 
conditions [11], defined as 
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